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Reference: KPL27SF2FLPB
EAN13: 8050997902469

            

Spostaluce Kit with E27 lamp holder for lampshade
Finish: White

Description

The E27 Spostaluce Kit offers an optimal solution for those passionate about lighting design, helping them create
customized illumination systems tailored to any setting, with or without pre-existing light sources.

What sets this kit apart from others?

The E27 Spostaluce kit for lampshades is designed with a widely compatible fitting for most market-available light bulbs
and all 2x0.75 fabric cables. These features enable you to create your preferred configuration in any room. Installation
is exceptionally straightforward, as the Spostaluce is designed to connect directly to an electrical outlet. Available in
white and black options.

Attaching the lampshade

The Spostaluce kit with E27 lamp holder is suitable for lampshades: simply unscrew the ferrule, insert the chosen
lampshade, and screw it back in to secure the lampshade.Its compact and minimalist design makes the kit suitable for
any room or space, while the selected lampshade is sure to add energy and character.

What lamps can be created with the Spostaluce kit with E27 lamp holder for lampshade?
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This versatile set will give you the freedom to create the lighting installation you're looking for, placing each light
source exactly where you want it. The process is simple: just install the kit on the wall or ceiling and connect it to the
fabric cables, plug, and E27 light bulb that best suit your personal taste and needs.

Data Sheet

The E27 Spostaluce Kit per paralume comprises:
- Spostaluce with two lateral holes
- E27 lamp holder with thermoplastic ferrule and PVC seals

E27 Fitting Max 12W LED
Tension 220-240V
Class II
Measurements diameter 50 mm, height 75 mm (Spostaluce included)
Screw terminals for 0,75-1,5 mm2 stiff or flexible cables

CE Quality Mark

Screws and Dowels for wall mounting not included.
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